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Sky Thai Sushi
"Specialty Rolls"

by Niclas Illg on Unsplash

Sky Thai Sushi in Fort Lauderdale is one of the classiest Asian restaurants
in the city, offering a wide range of contemporary Thai and Japanese
dishes in an upscale setting. The interiors are tastefully done, featuring a
host of sleek furnishings and intimate dining spaces, making it a great
choice for romantic dinners. Known for their rolls, you should try the
Daimyomaki, American Beauty, and Candy Cane Roll which are some of
the house specialties.

+1 954 993 9889

skythaisushi.com/

350 East Las Olas Boulevard, Fort
Lauderdale FL

Thai On the Beach
"Thai-style Rolls"

by Huahom

Situated on Fort Lauderdale's eastern coast, Thai On the Beach is a
beachside restaurant that serves authentic Thai cuisine in a tropical
setting. The restaurant offers great views of the North Atlantic ocean,
making it a great option for romantic dinners with a special somebody.
Known for their sushi rolls, they also serve some amazing soups,
dumplings, curries, and salads that are sure to leave a pleasant
impression on your palate.

+1 954 565 0015

www.thaionthebeach.com/

901 North Fort Beach Boulevard, Fort
Lauderdale FL

Siam House
"Lunch Buffet and Thai Favorites"

by Charles Deluvio on
Unsplash

+1 954 763 1701

This handsome restaurant outfitted in teak is, despite its pretty décor, a
simple and unpretentious spot that caters to the casual. On the menu,
you'll find tom ka gai, a lemony coconut soup, pad thai and an intriguing
variety of curry concoctions with some vegetarian selections available as
well. You can order as much spice as you like, from light to fire breathing
and accompany it with beer and wine. Occasionally, you'll also find some
of the restaurant's handsome statuary and other Thai artwork for sale at
Siam House.
siamhousefl.com/

1392 Southeast 17th Street Causeway,
Fort Lauderdale FL

Eighty Four Thai Food Inc
"Traditionally Thai"

by Huahom

Eighty-Four Thai Food Inc is, as its name suggests, a Thai restaurant that
serves brunch, lunch, and dinner in a casual and laid-back environment.
The ambiance is homely, featuring a host of comfortable tufted
leatherette chairs for you to sit on. The food is flavorsome and comes in
good portions, allowing you to share your meal with ease. Specialties
include Tom-Kah-Kai and Red Curry & Tofu, and the House Fried Rice.

+1 954 462 5105

979 State Highway-84, Fort Lauderdale FL

Thai Spice
"Popular Thai Spot"
Thai cuisine is very popular in South Florida and good cooking has
garnered this 10-year-old restaurant, a top ranking amidst the city's
numerous Thai kitchens. You'll find a variety of red, green and other
curries, plus pad Thai and Penang curry options, as well as seafood
selections with appropriately Thai touches. Check the menu for daily
specials to savor some of the best preparations. A pleasantly cozy dining
room offers a romantic setting to feast on exotic flavors.

by sharonang

+1 954 771 4535

www.thaispicefla.com/

thaispicefl@comcast.net

1514 East Commercial
Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale
FL
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